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Mission:

The Biomass Thermal Energy Council (BTEC) advances the sustainable 
use of wood and agricultural biomass for clean, efficient heat and 
combined heat and power to meet America’s energy needs and 
strengthen local economies.

Focus Areas:

• Policy and Government Affairs
• Technical and Regulatory Affairs
• Education and Outreach

About BTEC



Upcoming Sessions
Every Thursday at 1:00 PM ET – Recordings Available on the BTEC Website

May 6

• Overview of the Biomass Thermal Industry in 2021 

May 20

• Expansion of Wood Heating Tax Credits to Business Applications

May 27

• Impact and potential of the Residential Wood Heating Tax Credit

June 3

• The Successes and Lessons from the Community Wood Energy 
and Wood Innovations Program

June 10

• Expansion of the EPA Renewable Fuel Standard to Thermal 
Energy and Wood Fuel

https://vimeo.com/546516309


Peter Thompson
Deputy Director

Peter.Thompson@biomassthermal.org
202-596-3974 x302

Join Us!
Biomassthermal.org

We appreciate your engagement!

mailto:Peter.Thompson@biomassthermal.org
https://www.biomassthermal.org/


Q&A Session



Expansion of Wood Heating Tax Credits to Commercial 
Applications

Moderator: Charlie Niebling, Principal & Partner, Innovative Natural Resource 
Solutions

Mark Froling, President, Froling Energy

Andrew Haden, President, Wisewood Energy

Join Us Next Thursday, May 20 at 1:00 PM



The Role of (Forest Products and) 
Forest Biomass-based Energy 
in Addressing Climate Change

Robert Malmsheimer

Professor of Forest Policy and Law, and Associate Chair
Department of Sustainable Resources Management

SUNY Environmental Science and Forestry
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What are the climate change benefits of using forest biomass, 
that is a byproduct from the harvesting of trees for 

sawtimber or to meet landowners’ management objectives 
(e.g., providing early successional habitat for birds), to heat 

buildings, such as schools, commercial and industrial facilities, 
houses, and nursing homes?

Forward to My Presentation
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“In the long term, a sustainable forest 
management strategy aimed at maintaining 

or increasing forest carbon stocks, while 
producing an annual sustained yield of 

timber, fibre, or energy from the forest, will 
generate the largest sustained mitigation 

benefit.” 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

Source: Energy Policy and Climate Change IPCC 
(4th Assessment Report)
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• Understanding Why Climate Change is Occurring
• The Role of Forest Products in Addressing Climate Change
• The Role of Forest Biomass Energy in Addressing Climate 

Change
• Another Important Aspect: Markets Matter
• Conclusion

Presentation Outline



Understanding Why Climate Change is Occurring
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The Problem: Atmospheric CO2 Concentrations 
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Fossil Fuel Emissions are the Main Problem
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Figure from Carbon budget and trends 2013. 
[www.globalcarbonproject.org/carbonbudget] released on 19 November 2013

Fossil Fuel Emissions are the Main Problem
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US Forest Acreage: Relatively Stable Since 1900
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US Forests: Carbon Sinks (Not Sources) since 1952
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US Forests: Carbon Sinks (Not Sources) since 1952

Source: 
https://www.washingtonpo
st.com/graphics/2019/nati
onal/gone-in-a-
generation/forest-climate-
change.html



The Role of Forest Products 
in Addressing Climate Change

12
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As long as wood-producing land remains in forest, 

whenever we can use wood products, rather than products made 
from steel, plastic, concrete, or other products that require high 

amounts of fossils fuels to manufacture, we: 

(1) reduce fossil fuel-based carbon emissions and get a climate 
change “Substitution Benefit,” and 

(2) sequester additional carbon and get a climate change 
“Sequestration Benefit.” 

The Climate Change Benefits of Forest Products



Substitution Benefit: Wood Products 
Use Less Fossil Fuels than Alternative Products

14

Consumption of Fossil Fuels (MJ/ft2 of supported 
floor) Associated with Three Floor Designs

Source: Edmunds and Lippke 2004

Floor Design
Dimension wood 

joist floor
Concrete slab 

floor
Steel joist 

floor
Fossil Fuels 
(MJ/ft2) 

9.93 24.75 48.32
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Dim+ Plywood

Dim + OSB

EWP+Plywood

EWP+ OSB

Steel + Plywood

Steel + OSB

Concrete + Vapor 
Barrier 

Dimension-Joist

EWP I-Joist

Steel Joist

Concrete Slab

-40.0 -30.0 -20.0 -10.0 0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0

Dim - J oist

EWP I - J oist

St eel J oist

Concr et e Slab

Dim - Ply

Dim - OSB

EWP- Ply

EWP- OSB

St eel- Ply

St eel- OSB

Concr et e- Vapor B. 

Process Emissions less Carbon Stored

Net Product Carbon Emissions: Floor Structure
(kg CO2/m2)

Assemblies

C
Components

Source: Adapted from Lippke 2009

Substitution and Sequestration Benefits: Wood 
Products also Sequester Carbon
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Source: Bowyer et al. 2019

Other Environmental Benefits of Wood Products

• Global Warming
• Acidification
• Eutrophication
• Fossil Fuel Depletion

• Indoor Air Quality
• Habitat Alteration
• Ecological Toxicity
• Water Intake

• Criteria Air Pollutants
• Ozone Depletion
• Smog

Source: Bowyer et al. 2019



Substitution Benefit: About 15% of carbon 
released by humans has come from the 
production of steel and cement – timber 
has much lower embodied energy.

Sequestration Benefit: The stored carbon 
in the building below will offset (be equal 
to) the carbon released from the 
building’s operations during the building’s 
first 11 years. 

Kaiser and Path Architecture – Quote from Ben Kaiser at “Investment Opportunities in Mass Timber”  –
Bank of America Building – NYC – May 31, 2019

Substitution and Sequestration Benefits: 
Mass Timber Buildings

17
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Univ. of Washington’s 
West Campus Student 
Housing

Five-story 668,000 ft2
mixed-use building

Sequestration Benefit: Stored Carbon (CO2e) 4,466 metric tons

Substitution Benefit: Avoided GHGs (CO2e) 9,492 metric tons

Total Carbon Benefit (CO2e) 13,958 metric tons

Source: 
Howe et al. 

2014

Substitution and Sequestration Benefits: 
Mass Timber Buildings



Percentage Permanently
Sequestered

Percentage that 
Decays

Half-life of Decaying 
Portion

Wood 77% 23% 29.0 years

Paper 44% 56% 14.5 years
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Wood Products in Solid Waste Disposal Sites (Source: Skog 2008)

End of Products’ Useful Life: 
Landfills or Waste-to-Energy Facility

At the end of forest products useful life, the wood is either disposed of at: (1) a 
Waste-to-Energy Facility, or (2) a Solid Waste Disposal Site.
If at a Waste-to-Energy Facility, we get a second “substitution benefit.”
If at a Solid Waste Disposal Site, 77% is permanently sequestered.
§ Harvested wood products store 2,600 metric tons of carbon in the US, which is equivalent to 3% of 

the carbon stored in US forests: 60% is stored in products currently in use, and 40% is stored in 
landfills.



The Role of Forest Biomass-based Energy
in Addressing Climate Change

20



Bioenergy: US Total Energy Consumption 2017
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Source: 
https://w
ww.eia.go
v/energye
xplained/
us-energy-
facts/



Bioenergy: US Total Energy Consumption 2019
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Source: 
http://css.
umich.ed
u/factshe
ets/us-
renewabl
e-energy-
factsheet
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As long as wood-producing land remains in forest, 

whenever we can use wood-based energy, rather than energy 
made from burning coal, natural gas, or oil, we

reduce fossil fuel-based carbon emissions and get a climate 
change “Substitution Benefit”. 

Bioenergy: The Benefits of Wood-based Energy
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Source: Bowyer 2012. Life Cycle Impacts of Heating with Wood in Scenarios Ranging from Home and Institutional Heating to 
Community Scale District Heating Systems

Wood 
Boiler 
Emissions

Forest-biomass Energy Emissions 
and Sustainable Forests



But What About Carbon Debt?

25

§ The carbon debt debate is 
about the timing of climate 
change benefits in a particular
forest stand.



But What About Carbon Debt?
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§ The carbon debt debate is about the timing of climate change benefits in a particular forest stand.
§ The carbon debt concept focuses short-term concerns about biogenic CO2 emissions.

§ However according to the IPCC, it is long-term cumulative CO2 emissions that are correlated with 
projected peak global temperature. 

§ Using forest products and bioenergy reduces these long-term cumulative CO2 emissions. Why?
§ Forest products and bioenergy from sustainably managed lands release mostly biogenic 

carbon – carbon has already been circulating in the Earth’s carbon cycle -- and therefor this 
carbon does not increase long-term cumulative CO2 emissions. 
§ Note: Forest products do release small amounts of geologic-based carbon emissions (e.g., 

gasoline in a chain saw, diesel from transportation). 
§ Conversely, fossil fuel-based products and energy emit geologic carbon – carbon that 

increases long-term cumulative CO2 emissions (i.e., the emissions that are causing CO2 levels 
in the atmosphere to rise). 



IPCC’s Findings on the 
Warming Effects of Cumulative CO2 Emissions

§ According to the IPCC, cumulative CO2 emissions are correlated with projected peak global 
temperature.
§ “…taking into account the available information from multiple lines of evidence…,the near linear 

relationship between cumulative CO2 emissions and peak global mean temperature is well established…” 
[emphasis added] (IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report)

§ Caveat: The IPCC does advocate reducing some short term CO2 emissions.
§ But its emphasis on reducing short-term CO2 emissions is driven primarily by concerns about the “lock-

in” of technologies that increase long-term cumulative CO2 emissions.
§ Technology Lock-In Example: Investments in new coal or natural gas fuel-based power plants, that because 

of significant financial investments, will be ”locked” into using fossil fuels (and therefore releasing geologic 
carbon into the atmosphere) for decades. 

§ Reminder: Forest products and biomass-based energy reduces cumulative CO2

emissions – the emissions that matter!

27



Another Important Aspect: 
Markets Matter

28



Increased Demand For Wood 
Can Provide Forest Carbon Benefits

Increased demand for wood triggers 
investments that (1) increase forest 
area, and (2) increase forest 
productivity. 

Multiple sources of evidence in the 
peer-reviewed literature support 
this: 
(1) Observations over time,
(2) empirical studies, and 
(3) modeling.

29
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“In the long term, a sustainable forest 
management strategy aimed at maintaining 

or increasing forest carbon stocks, while 
producing an annual sustained yield of 

timber, fibre, or energy from the forest, will 
generate the largest sustained mitigation 

benefit.” 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

Source: Energy Policy and Climate Change IPCC 
(4th Assessment Report)



2021 BIOMASS THERMAL SUMMIT 

SHERI SMITH (WITH CONTRIBUTIONS FROM FHP/SPF IN REGIONS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10

STATE AND PRIVATE FORESTRY, USDA FS, REGION 5

MAY 13TH, 2021



Western US Forest Conditions
(generalized)

100+ years of fire suppression,  historic grazing and harvesting practices, lack of 
management

Dense forests, altered species composition and forest structure

Highly susceptible to wildfires (more acres of high severity), insects and 
diseases.

Droughts are occurring more often (greater severity and duration; including 
warmer temperatures).



Regions 1 & 4 Forest Health Conditions
Insect (and some disease) Aerial Detection Survey Trends 2017-2020
• Western spruce budworm - most persistent and greatest extent of damage
• Less than 2% of area flown with damage  
• Douglas-fir tussock moth outbreak ended in Region 4 but is increasing in Region 1

Region   
(2020)

Acres with 
damage/mortality

Primary agents Acres burned 
in wildfires

1 ~289,000 WSB, DFTM, 
DFB

~403,000

4 ~76,000 WSB, MPB, 
BWA

~950,000



Regions 1 & 4  - Douglas-fir tussock moth

Severe defoliation (mortality) in Region 4 
(State lands near Boise NF) in 2018
Nearly 2,000 acres salvaged.

Light to moderate defoliation in Region 1 
(Lolo NF) in 2019.



Region 2 Forest Health Conditions
• Since the late 1990’s, over 7 million acres of Region 2 forests have 

been affected primarily by mountain pine beetle and spruce beetle. 

• Spruce beetle outbreaks continue to expand in Colorado.  

• Roundheaded pine beetle and Douglas-fir beetle 
are also at epidemic levels in more localized areas.

• Traditional forest industries have salvaged timber
where possible.  Annually,  harvest including salvage 
occurs on less than 1% of affected area within the 
suitable timber base. 



Region 3 Forest Health Conditions
• Bark beetle outbreaks and extensive tree mortality in many forest types 

(e.g., pinyon-juniper, ponderosa and mixed conifer). 

• Invasive, non-native insects and diseases threatening aspen, 

spruce and white pine species.

• Increased defoliator (e.g., WSB, DFTM, loopers) and 

disease (DM) impacts.

• Arizona wildfires burned nearly 1 million acres in 2020,

~100k in NM.



Extensive drought-driven juniper dieback and mortality 
central and northern Arizona (DePinte photo)

Extensive bark beetle-caused mortality of ponderosa 
pine along Mogollon Rim, AZ (DePinte photo)



Oystershell scale-caused mortality of 
aspen near Flagstaff, AZ (Grady photo)

Spruce aphid-caused damage in White 
Mountains, AZ (Grady photo)

Janet’s looper damage on Santa Fe 
National Forest, NM (NM State Forestry photo)



CALIFORNIA Forest Health Conditions
• 2010-2019:  ~163 million dead 

trees attributed to drought 
and bark beetles

• invasive insects and pathogens 
causing increasing levels of 
mortality

• 2020: ~4.2 million acres 
burned in wildfires





Region 6 Forest Health Conditions
• root diseases - still the top forest health pathogen issue
• all defoliators are subsiding – Douglas-fir tussock moth populations in the eastside of the 

region, and hemlock looper in northwest WA, and spruce aphid along the coast are down
• bark beetles are continuing but tend to be moderate – there are no huge outbreaks –

largest concentrations and occurrence are in eastern Washington 
• invasive species include two Asian Gypsy Moth finds – with delimit trapping for the find in 

OR and a spray project in WA.
• a P. ramorum find outside of the northern SOD quarantine boundary – that is already 

being treated.
• western red cedar decline continues to cause concern and a survey app for iNaturalist has 

been developed so the extent of the decline can be reported by forest health specialists and 
citizen scientists

• some dry conditions but not extreme drought throughout the region 
• 2020: large westside Labor Day fires that burned large areas – about 3-4 fires that 

collectively burned almost half a million acres – and burned several small communities 
such as Detroit and Talent – to the ground.



Region 10 Forest Health Conditions
Spruce beetle outbreak in southcentral Alaska

• 1.2 million acres over past 5 years
• mixed spruce and birch forests  

Hemlock sawfly outbreak in southeast Alaska 
• in combination with repeated years of severe 

drought 
• 80,000 acres of western hemlock mortality 

recorded in 2020; likely much higher



1. Technology status

2. Market size/ need 

3.   Potential to help with forest management

4.   Other considerations



Blue–stained 
pine products  
sometimes 
marketed as 
Denim Pine.  

A variety of wood 
products made from 
beetle-killed trees.



WOOD AND BIOMASS AS A 
CLIMATE SOLUTION

Converting waste biomass into fuels and 
storing CO2 is the lowest cost pathway to 
reaching carbon neutrality in CA by 2045-
Lawrence Livermore National Lab, 2020

“Using wood substitutes could save 14 to 31% 
of global CO2 emissions and 12 to 19% of global 
[fossil fuel] consumption”- Oliver et al, 2014



Regions 1 & 4 FATE of WOOD MATERIAL

• Established end-markets for trees ≥ 5” DBH: 
lumber, plywood, veneer, pulp, posts & poles, house logs

• No established markets for smaller trees



OLD INDUSTRIES REVIVED
REOPENED AND RETOOLED MILLS IN SARATOGA, WY AND 

MONTROSE, CO HAVE PROVIDED NEW JOBS IN RURAL COMMUNITIES.

• Saratoga Forest Management Sawmill was reopened in 2013 and produces studs largely from mountain 
pine beetle killed lodgepole pine.  They recently added a second shift due to high demand; are also 
salvaging trees from recent large windthrow events. 

• Montrose Forest Products retooled a mill to 1) produce studs and pine boards utilizing beetle-killed 
ponderosa pines in southwest Colorado; 2) mill spruce killed by spruce beetle.  Wood pellets are a 
potential by-product.



BIOCHAR NOW – IS A SUCCESSFUL AND GROWING LARGE-SCALE BIOCHAR 
PRODUCER IN LOVELAND, CO THAT CAN UTILIZE CONIFERS IN THE FRONT RANGE WHERE 
TRADITIONAL FOREST PRODUCT MARKETS DO NOT EXIST.  THEY CAN ALSO UTILIZE TREES 
BURNED IN RECENT LARGE FOREST FIRES.  THE COMPANY HAS DEMONSTRATED MULTIPLE 
BENEFITS FOR BIOCHAR AS A SOIL AMENDMENT, AN ABSORBENT TO REMOVE TOXINS FROM 
SOIL AND WATER AND TO SUPPRESS ALGAE. 



WoodStraw® is an erosion-control material composed of interlocking wood strands 
that offer highly effective wind and water erosion-control capabilities.  

Mountain Pine Manufacturing in Routt County Colorado 
specializes in WoodStraw, an alternative form of erosion control 
made from beetle-killed trees. Bi-products offered include custom 
cut lumber, firewood, siding & flooring, and fence post/cores.



Biomass Power

Gypsum, CO • largest example of wood chips 
used for energy in Region 2 

• electricity for 10,000 homes
• 250,000 tons of wood are being 

cut/day 
• 10-year stewardship project 

with the USFS that helps 
guarantee supply. 

• higher value material is sold to 
sawmills and lower value 
material is chipped for 
biomass.



Region 3 FATE of WOOD MATERIAL
• saw timber markets established; sub-sawtimber material is either utilized as firewood, chips, 

or burned on site if no market

• forest industry in northern New Mexico is dominated by small businesses; majority of wood 
sold ends up as firewood; a very important fuel source in rural New Mexico.

• small mills produce unfinished dimensional lumber and specialty products, such as vigas, 
latillas, poles, posts, wood pellets, and one mill produces flooring. 

• Apache-Sitgreaves NFs (AZ) work with two biomass utilization facilities (pellet factory 
and co-generating plant); provide additional revenue stream to help offset work with small 
diameter wood

• timber sales that utilize biomass removal (almost all sales) use “whole tree logging” -
resulting residual activity fuels are very low so fewer smoke management issues

• developed a secondary industry of operators that almost exclusively grind and haul chips 
off of timber sales. 

• without biomass utilization many of operators could not make a consistent profit



Active Wood Processing Facilities
• 22-24 sawmills, > 0.5 mmbf up 

to 200+ mmbf
• 2 green veneer plants
• 1 export chipping facility, 
• 1 whole-log shavings mill, 
• 1 utility pole manufacturer 
• 1 particle board plant
• 13 biomass power plants that 

use primarily forest biomass

• Annual timber harvest across all 
lands in CA is approximately 
1.5 billion board feet



• ~ 24 biomass powerplants in CA using agricultural, urban, and forest biomass 
2019)

• ~13 use primarily forest biomass and 7 of these are co-generation units (2019)
• Down from 60-70 plants in the late 1980s – early 1990s 
• 7-10 facilities in development - 3-5 MW (20-40,000 bdt/ year), consume material 

from 2,400 acres annually (financing and capacity barriers)

BIOMASS ENERGY IN CALIFORNIA



Region 6 FATE of WOOD MATERIAL

Most low value material is left in the woods.

Stacked

Piled and burned

Crushed



Region 6 FATE of WOOD MATERIAL

• Oregon and Washington have the potential to deliver about 2 million BDT/year 
via thinning treatments.

• From time to time there are novel applications, 
such as the door with white rot. 

• Opportunities for such materials (LVM) are increasing 
with a new desire to use wood previously seen as 
defective or considered only for burn piles. 

• Red Rock Biofuels (Lakeview, OR): convert LVM into 
various types of fuels

• Restoration Fuels (John Day, OR): torrefaction facility 
(thermal process to convert biomass into a coal-like material)



Region 10 FATE of WOOD MATERIAL
IF the harvest is within proximity to a market (e.g., sawmill or a biomass boiler installation)

• Merchantable timber goes to the sawmill - processed into lumber and is either 
exported or consumed domestically

• Residuals from the sawmill are consumed by neighboring biomass boiler installations, 
chips are sold for bedding, mulch, etc.

• Less desirable material is sometimes left on-site and is picked up by community 
members for firewood or left to decompose

IF the harvest is NOT within proximity to a market 

• communities have Community Wildfire Protection Plans to reduce fuels loads
• open-air burn them 
• land-fill or dispose of them in other ways
• transport them far enough away from the community to reduce their risk of fire



2021 and beyond……
National Insect and Disease Risk Map

• ~62 million acres at risk  - 25% of live basal area 
killed over the next 15 years



2021 and beyond……
• Severe to exceptional drought across much 

of the southwest  (US Drought Monitor)
• Drying summer climate progressively more 

severe each year since 2000. By 2020, 
dryness compounded to resemble 1500’s 
mega-drought (Williams et al. 2020)

• Increase in bark beetle activity
• Increase in “secondary” insects becoming 

primary mortality agents 
• Increases in defoliator activity in some 

locations
• Increased stress from diseases and 

pathogens in some locations
• Continued activity and spread of many 

invasive insects and pathogens;  
introductions of new ones

• More acres burned and at higher intensity



• State agencies
• Industry and industry associations
• Non-profits and academia
• Focused on large-scale cross boundary 

restoration treatments

SHARED STEWARDSHIP 
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Improving Wildlife Habitat 
and Markets for 
Woody Biomass 

Ben Larson

Mid-Atlantic Forest 
Conservation 
Director and 
Director of Forest 
Market Strategies

Ruffed Grouse 
Society 
& 
American Woodcock 
Society



Ruffed Grouse Society and American Woodcock Society

Our Mission: Uniting conservationists to improve wildlife habitat and forest health. 
Promoting forest stewardship for our forests, our wildlife and our future.

Our Vision: Landscapes of diverse, functioning forest ecosystems that provide homes for 
wildlife and opportunities for people to experience them. These same forests clean the air, 
filter water, and support local communities.

Pillars: Healthy Forests, Abundant Wildlife, and Conservation Ethic



“Prior to widespread European colonization, fires set by Native Americans and 
settlers and, to a lesser degree, lightning strikes, played a major role in creating 
and sometimes perpetuating forest conditions dominated by shrubs and small 
trees. Herbivores (e.g., beaver, bison, and elk), topography, soil conditions, and 
storm-related events (e.g., floods, ice storms, and tropical storms) also played 

significant roles. Together, these agents of change maintained a shifting 
mosaic of early successional habitat embedded within a landscape that was 
likely dominated by old growth forest and a variety of grassland, shrubland 

and wetland habitats. The degree to which these factors affected the 
landscape varied by region and with local conditions (e.g., soil type, forest type, 

slope, and aspect).” Maryland's 2020 Forest Action Plan

Young Forest Open Forest Late Successional, Closed Forest



Forest Restoration for All Species and Natural 
Communities



A Shifting Mosaic Approach

Forest Interior Birds
• Wood thrush
• Scarlet tanager

Open Forest Birds
• Cerulean warbler
• Eastern whip-

poor-will

Young Forest 
Birds

• Ruffed grouse
• American woodcock
• Golden-winged warbler

Generalized landscape-Scale Goals:
 12% young forests
 38% mixed and open forests
 50% late successional forests



Early successional habitat after 10 yrs.
on the Monongahela National Forest

Clear-cut with reserves 
in 2011

Early successional habitat in 
2020



Wildlife impacts of long-term decline in abundance of 
early-successional and open forest habitats in PA

https://www.fs.fed.us/nrs/pubs/rb/rb_nrs111.pdf

https://www.fs.fed.us/nrs/pubs/rb/rb_nrs111.pdf


Examples of biomass use and processing in PA

Case studies
• Clearfield 

Middle 
School: saved 
over $200K/yr
on nat gas and 
fuel (2008 
prices)

• Dillon Floral 
Center, saves 
$191K/yr

• Elk Regional 
Health Center: 
saves 
~$300K/yr

Pellet mills (for local heating use)

'Chunk' woodstoves most common biomass use

Displacing fuel oil or nat. gas with 
wood chip boilers



Biomass markets, forest management, improving 
habitats

Envirothon

http://www.envirothonpa.org/documents/3-2_BasicForestMngmnt2.pdf


Questions?



Appalachian Mountain Club 
Perspective on Wood Biomass Energy

Dr. David Publicover
Senior Staff Scientist/Assistant Director of Research

Appalachian Mountain Club
Gorham, NH

Presentation to 2021 Biomass Thermal Summit
May 13, 2021



Dr. David Publicover
• Staff Scientist at AMC since 1992; now Senior Staff 

Scientist/Assistant Director of Research.
• Nearly 30 years engagement with regional land conservation, 

forest management and policy, and renewable energy policy 
and siting.

• Member of numerous public policy working groups.
• Oversees forest management planning, FSC certification and 

carbon project development on 75,000 acres of AMC land in 
Maine.

• Currently supervising development of AMC’s “Net Zero by 
2050” strategic plan.

• BS (Forestry), U of New Hampshire 1978.
MS (Botany), U of Vermont 1986.
DF (Forest Ecology), Yale School of Forestry 1993.



Appalachian Mountain Club
• Nation’s oldest conservation and recreation organization (established 1876).
• Headquarters in Boston, MA.
• Mission: “The Appalachian Mountain Club is dedicated to the protection, enjoyment, 

and understanding of the outdoors.”
• Focused on northern Appalachians region.
• Over 90,000 members in 12 chapters from Maine to Washington, DC.
• A diverse organization – more than the Appalachian Trail!

- Trails and recreational facilities.
- Environmental education and outdoors skills training.
- Conservation policy and research.
- Extensive volunteer engagement.
- Owner of 75,000 acres of forest in Maine.



Background



Q:  Which of these statements is true?

A:  Neither (or “it depends”).

1. Wood is part of the biological cycle and is inherently carbon-neutral.

Under European Union legislation biomass is deemed to be carbon neutral.

2. Burning wood is worse than burning coal.



Scenario 1 – House heated with wood from woodlot (annual cycle)

10 units of carbon
sequestered

10 units of carbon
harvested

10 units of carbon 
released through 
combustion

Net change in atmospheric C: 0 units



Scenario 1 – House heated with coal (annual cycle)

10 units of carbon
sequestered

6 units of 
carbon mined

6 units of carbon 
released through 
combustion

Net change in atmospheric C: -4 units

QED wood is worse than coal



Using wood as a replacement for fossil fuels to generate energy can produce climate change 
benefits, but only if certain conditions are met.  Three key factors:

Time frame
• Switching from fossil fuels to wood can lead to a short-term increase in GHG emissions.
• Increasing use of wood for energy may “front-load” emissions that would naturally occur over a longer time.
• The longer the time frame, the better wood looks.
• Benefits are greater when “short-return” materials (mill residues, slash) are used, and lower when “long-return” 

materials are used (large diameter trees).

Sustainability of sourcing:
• Increase in harvesting for wood energy must not lead to forests becoming a carbon source.
• Need to retain sufficient material in the forest to maintain ecological functions (e.g., soil, habitat)
• Conversion of mature forests to short-rotation biomass plantations is generally a bad idea.

Efficiency of use: Benefits are greater for high-efficiency uses (heating) than for low-efficiency uses (electricity).





Co-benefits of using wood biomass for energy:

• Markets for low-grade wood are critical and often limited in areas without pulp mills.
• Increased ability for landowners to keep their forest as forest.
• Increased ability for landowners to practice good forest management.
• Increased ability to conduct low-value restoration activities (fuels treatments, habitat 

management).

Other considerations:

• Air quality impacts (particularly fine particulates).  Wood heat can be a major source of 
PM2.5 pollution.  Recent NESCAUM report found major failures in EPA air quality 
certification of residential wood heating systems.

• Are there better alternatives (e.g. heat pumps powered by renewable energy)?
• State RPS standards vary widely in definition and consideration of “sustainably 

harvested biomass”.  (Primarily applicable to electricity – NH is only state with thermal 
RPS requirement.)



AMC’s Biomass Policy



AMC Biomass Policy
• Part of AMC’s broader Energy and Climate Policies.
• Originally adopted in 2008 and revised several times since then.
• Original focus was on biomass electrical generation; consideration of 

biomass heating added in later revisions.
• Two major concerns:

- Impact of increased wood energy harvesting on forest sustainability.
- Inappropriate carbon accounting can lead to counterproductive public 

policies.
• “AMC supports the reasonable use of wood biomass energy that is derived 

from sustainably harvested forests and that is managed in a manner 
consistent with the policy below. However, wood biomass should not be 
considered a de facto carbon neutral energy source under all 
circumstances. Public policies incentivizing its use (particularly at a large 
scale) must consider carbon cycle accounting to ensure that greenhouse 
gas emission benefits are truly additional.”



AMC Biomass Policy (continued)
• We support the use of locally sourced and sustainably harvested wood for 

home and facility heating.

• States should adopt biomass harvesting guidelines or “best management 
practices”.

• States and the federal government should develop and adopt a consistent 
definition of "sustainably harvested biomass" that would qualify for Renewable 
Energy Credits.

• The maximization of forest biomass production must not take priority over other 
forest ecosystems and recreational benefits, uses, and values.

• Native forests should not be converted to high-yield short-rotation plantations 
or other artificial systems solely to produce biomass.

• Additional policies focused on RPS standards; siting, efficiency and operation 
of commercial facilities; and air quality.

• AMC does not support using harvested biomass for low-efficiency commercial 
electrical generation.



Questions?

dpublicover@outdoors.org
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